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Abstract: Aircraft occupant crash-safety considerations require a minimum cushion thickness to limit the relative vertical
motion of the seat-pelvis during high vertical impact loadings in crash landings or accidents. In military aircraft and
helicopter seat design, due to the potential for high vertical accelerations in crash scenarios, the seat system must
be provided with an energy absorber to attenuate the acceleration level sustained by the occupants. Because of
the limited stroke available for the seat structure, the design of the energy absorber becomes a trade-off problem
between minimizing the stroke and maximizing the energy absorption. The available stroke must be used to
prevent bottoming out of the seat as well as to absorb maximum impact energy to protect the occupant. In this
study, the energy-absorbing system in a rotorcraft seat design is investigated using a mathematical model of the
occupant/seat system. Impact theories between interconnected bodies in multibody mechanical systems are
utilized to study the impact between the seat pan and the occupant. Experimental responses of the seat system
and the occupant are utilized to validate the results from this study for civil and military helicopters according to
FAR 23 and 25 and MIL-S-58095 requirements. A model for the load limiter is proposed to minimize the lumbar
load for the occupant by minimizing the relative velocity between the seat pan and the occupant’s pelvis. The
modified energy absorber/load limiter is then implemented for the seat structure so that it absorbs the energy of
impact in an effective manner and below the tolerable limit for the occupant in a minimum stroke. Results show
that for a designed stroke, the level of occupant lumbar spine injury would be significantly attenuated using this
modified energy- absorber system.

Keywords: Impulse attenuation • Aircraft crashworthiness • Seat cushion • Occupant safety • Sled test • Energy-absorbing
seat design
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1. Introduction

The safety of occupants in aircraft and rotorcraft duringany survivable crash has been a primary concern of the avi-
∗E-mail: email@server.domain

ation industry for many years [1–3]. The need for improvedcrashworthy seats in aircraft was initially established bythe Aviation Crash Injury Research (AvCIR) Division ofthe Flight Safety Foundation during the late 1950s [4].A limiting load imparted from the seat was necessary toimprove the chance of survival and to minimize spinal frac-ture and risk of paraplegia. The major mode of injury in
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aircraft occupants as a result of vertical loading is in theirlumbar or pelvic region [5]. Chandler [6] and Shanahan [7]developed a 6675 N (1500 lbf) lumbar load injury criterion.This criterion is now incorporated into Federal AviationRegulation (FAR) Parts 23, 25, and 27 for rotary- andfixed-wing civil aircraft [8–10]. The military specificationoriginally defined a spinal injury criterion in the form ofseat pan acceleration, called a “load factor”. Later, it be-came apparent that the seat pan acceleration criterion waspotentially flawed as a reliable predictor of compressivespinal injury risk. Military seating specifications continueto use the measurement of seat pan acceleration insteadof lumbar spine loading criteria [11], although it is gen-erally accepted that tolerable lumbar loads for militaryaircraft applications are in the range of 8000–9790 N(1,800–2,200 lbf).It is clear that a crashworthy seat shall be utilized only if itis comfortable, which has made the task of designing seatsmore difficult [5]. In the past, this has been accomplishedby utilizing nets or extremely thick, soft cushions. It hasbeen found that low spring rates of soft cushions allowlarge relative velocities to build up between the occupantand the seat pan during the imposition of impulsive loads,thus increasing the lumbar/pelvis load to the occupant.According to MIL-S-58095, the total thickness of the com-pressed cushion at the buttocks reference point should beminimized to 1/2–3/4 in (13–19 mm) at 1 G load [11, 12].Payne [13] and Stech and Payne [14] demonstrated theincrease in potential injury associated with the amplifi-cation effect of seat cushions on the dynamic responseindex (DRI), using a general model employing the singlemass-spring-damper system to simulate the biomechanicalresponse of the human body. Therefore, thoughtful inte-gration of several mechanical components is required toproduce an effective crashworthy energy-absorbing seatdesign.In general, characteristics of the contact between occupantand seat determine whether there is significant dynamicovershoot within the body. While a slow rate of onsetallows the body to come to the equilibrium-deformed con-figuration gradually, a rapid rate of onset effectively resultsin an impact between the seat and the body, creating hightransient stresses and severe injuries. The soft cushioncreates a plateau region in the load-deflection curve, whichcauses a multibody system to behave as if this region isa clearance between the seat pan and occupant. It isknown that the existence of clearance in joints leads toload amplification, where the magnitude rises in proportionto the amount of clearance [15]. A dynamic compressionindex (DCI) was defined and utilized by [16, 17] as an in-expensive and time-conserving methodology for replacingseat cushions for aircraft seats. The DCI is the cushioncompression distance available to the occupant before the

(a)

(b)
Figure 1. (a) seat with energy-absorbing legs [21], (b) cockpit seat

with monolithic bucket [4].

cushion bottoms out during impact. A further study indi-cated that an increase in the DCI increased the lumbarload in a vertical impact crash scenario [18].The energy-absorption capability of a seat structure mustbe considered in evaluating the dynamic strength of theseat. For high-peak impulses, to reduce the impact be-tween the seat pan and occupant, the seat structure mustpossess sufficient energy-absorption capacity to reducethe occupant’s relative velocity before it bottoms out. Thisseat structure capability is referred to as “load limit”. Theseat structure begins plastic deformation when the ac-celeration or load experienced by the occupant and seatreaches a level corresponding to the critical load limit,which corresponds to the human tolerable limit to providethe intended protective function. Attempts have been madeto design seats that absorb impact energy for occupantprotection without the use of an external energy absorberattached to the seat [19]. One such crew seat, shown inFigure 1(a), uses S-shaped tubular steel front legs de-signed to form plastic hinges to limit the load and provideenergy absorption [20]. Although cost efficient, these seatsare inefficient energy absorbers, and their performance is
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dependent upon the direction of impact. Such a concepthas not been used in the design of successful militarycrew seats; it has only been used in general aviation andtransport aircraft seats.As seat technology was developing, many energy-absorbing mechanisms or concepts were proposed andadopted in operational systems. The desirable energyabsorber should be as light and as small as possible withhigh specific energy absorption. The system should strokeat a constant force, resist loads in the opposite directionto the stroking (rebound), and be rate insensitive [12].Today, most military aviation aircraft and rotorcraft areequipped with crashworthy seat systems, such as the oneshown in Figure 1(b). Most of these seats use an energy-absorbing device that applies a constant load to deceleratethe occupant and is referred to as a fixed-load energyabsorber (FLEA). A manually adjustable or variable-loadenergy absorber (VLEA) was developed to produce thesame level of protection for all sizes of occupants [4].Later on, the variable-profile energy absorber (VPEA)seat structure was developed to take advantage of thedynamic response of the occupant. The ultimate designis an automatic energy absorber (AEA), which providesthe maximum amount of protection to a larger range ofoccupants [4].It was determined in the early 1970s that the limit load ortotal dynamic stroking load [22, 23] of an energy-absorbingsystem had to be set to a lower value (18 G) than originallythought. This was based on the observation of seat per-formance relative to tolerance data assembled by Eiband[24], in order to account for dynamic overshoot and to keepthe load- duration environment within the human tolerablerange [4]. Following extensive tests, it was recommendedthat the load factor should be retained at 14.5 G for U.S.army aircraft seats, and between 11 G and 13 G for com-mercial and light aircraft, by using the energy-absorbersystem to protect the spine [21–23, 25]. The 14.5 G designcriterion considers the dynamic response of the seat andoccupant. In their testing, the standard bottom cushionused in a UH-60A crew-seat bucket was utilized. The loadfactor of 14.5 G was defined based on the maximum loadsustained by the occupant, which was influenced by thecushion’s characteristics. If a rigid seat had been used inthe tests, the load factor could have been higher due toelimination of the cushion compliance, and the occupantpelvic compliance was the only contributing factor to theload limit.Reducing the energy-absorber load limit to a low value toprevent decelerative spinal injuries may actually increasethe spinal injury rate, since in a greater number of acci-dents, the seat bottoms out, increasing the likelihood ofspinal injury [4]. The desirability of certified seats with theshortest possible stroke is a concern, which encourages

Figure 2. Stroke characteristics of variable-profile energy absorber
(VPEA) [4].

seat suppliers to be innovative and to develop seats withenergy-absorbing systems that require short strokes [4].In a study by Carr and Phillips, it was concluded thatan energy absorber can be designed such that it takesadvantage of the dynamic response of the human body[26]. A notched load- stroke profile was suggested sothat it compressed the springs in the human body morequickly by imposing a high initial load spike, as shown inFigure 2. Then it would lower the load rapidly to minimizethe occupant’s spine load overshoot as the body springsloaded up and bottomed out. The energy-absorbing loadwould then be increased again slowly to a plateau, whichcould be sustained with the body springs loaded andcompressed for the rest of the stroke.If the energy-absorbing system is to provide only one loadsetting, then that load should be sized for the effectiveweight of 50th-percentile occupants to ensure a tolerablestroke for the majority of occupants while not exceedingthe stroke limitations of the seats [4]. Then 50th- percentileoccupants will be the only occupants decelerated at theload limit selected as the tolerable limit. Lighter occu-pants will be decelerated at a higher rate, and heavieroccupants will be decelerated a lower rate than will the50th-percentile occupants.Crew seats should be designed to stroke a minimum dis-tance of 30 cm (12 in) when the seat is in the lowestposition of the adjustment range [4]. This distance isneeded to absorb the residual energy associated with thevertical design pulse. Even with a 30 cm stroke, the heavieroccupants in more severe impact crashes will exhaust theavailable stroke distance and bottom out.As observed, a number of studies have addressed the de-sign of the energy-absorbing system for rotorcraft seats.The objective of this study is to build on this knowledgeand expand the development of different energy-absorbingsystems for rotorcraft seats based on the examination ofload-limit curves and corresponding strokes. This is doneusing a combination of simplified mathematical modeling of
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Figure 3. Methodology utilized in this study to design seat energy-absorbing system.

the seat energy-absorbing system and occupant; detailedbiodynamic modeling of the seat cushion and occupant;experimental testing and model validation; and, finally, aparametric study to evaluate the different designs.
2. Methodology
In this study, based on the kinematics of a seat and its occu-pant in a vertical impact, first the seat stroke and strokingstop time are evaluated in terms of the energy-absorberload factor. Due to the existence of several variables in thesystem and the efficiency of the load limiter, the evaluatedseat stroke might not correlate entirely with experimental

tests but could still be a good factor in seat-structuredesign. Then, a computational model of an aircraft seatand occupant is developed in MADYMO, and a set of ex-periments are utilized to validate the model. An industryseat cushion is tested to obtain the load-deformation curveunder a dynamic loading condition. A Federal AviationAdministration (FAA) Hybrid-III 50th-percentile anthropo-morphic test device (ATD) model is used as an occupant ona seat-system model. The cushion load-deformation resultsare implemented in the model, and the occupant/seat modelis subjected to a vertical impact test condition to validatethe computational model. The seat energy absorber isthen augmented to the occupant/seat model and validatedwith experimental results under different test conditions
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Figure 4. Typical input-output in shock mitigation system.

[18, 27]. Different energy-absorber load-limiting charac-teristics are then evaluated to identify the most suitabledesign concepts for the energy absorber. The energy- ab-sorber design iterations are examined to keep the occupantlumbar load below the tolerable limit and to maximize theseat stroke. Such a design would be a great benefit formilitary rotorcraft, which have limited room underneath theseats, in order to utilize the maximum energy-absorbing ca-pability of the seat system. The design of the seat energyabsorber is investigated in this study based on a mid-sizemale aviator. However, the idea can be extended to alloccupant sizes, and an appropriate energy absorber canbe designed. Figure 3 outlines the methodology utilized todesign the seat energy absorber in this study. The stepsin the design methodology are described in detail in thenext section.
2.1. Mathematical evaluation of load limits
Impact loading is different from static loading where astate of equilibrium is reached. Both objects involvedin an impact can be subjected to elastic and/or plasticdeformations [28]. During impact, some energy is storedthrough elastic strain, stress wave propagation, plasticdeformation, material dampening, or other phenomenonsuch as sound or heat [29]. The impact energy that a com-ponent can elastically absorb is a function of its modulusof resilience times the components’ volume. The superiormodulus of resilience is the reason that rubber is used asa shock-mitigation material.In the design of a shock-mitigation system, the goal is tospread out the input impulse over time, thereby reducingits magnitude to acceptable levels for the system beingprotected. In other words, the input pulse is absorbedby the shock-arresting device, and the shock energy isreleased over a broader time, lowering the magnitude ofthe pulse to the protected system, as shown in Figure 4.

From the magnitude and time duration of the input pulse,the change in velocity ∆V of the impactor can be deter-mined. The output response Gout from the shock mitigationdevice should not exceed the fragility or tolerable limitof the component or system being protected. Then, thenatural frequency fn, representing the inverse of the timeframe for which the shock pulse will be released, can bedetermined as
Gout = 2πfn∆V

g (1)
Based on the mass of the system to be protected m and therequired frequency fn, a shock mitigation material stiffness
K can be selected as

(2πfn)2 = K
m (2)

to reduce the shock pulse. The most efficient process forlimiting loads is the one that absorbs or dissipates energyrather than the one that stores it [4]. Plastic deformation ofmaterial, primarily metals, results in a reasonably efficientenergy-absorbing process. However, sizing componentsfor plastic impacts are much more difficult. As a first-cutapproximation in sizing a component for plastic impact,the sum of the crush force F or moment M over its plasticdisplacement X or θ can be equated to the impact energyas 12m∆V 2 = 12mV 2(1− e2) = FX or Mθ (3)
where, m is the mass of the impactor, and e is a coefficientof restitution representing the energy absorbed in theimpact. The coefficient of restitution depends on materialsand geometries of bodies at impact, and impact velocity(0 ≤ e ≤ 1). As observed from Equation (3), for the sameenergy, the larger the crush distance, the lower the averageload on the mass.Each seat system for military crew and troop, and civilrotorcraft occupancy must successfully complete dynamictests or be demonstrated by rational analysis supportedby dynamic tests, in accordance with specific conditionsdefined in MIL-S-58095(AV), MIL-S- 85510(AS), and SAE,AS8049 respectively [11, 30, 31]. Federal performancerequirements for civil helicopters are established in theU.S. Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Title 14, Parts 27and 29 [9, 10]. These tests must be conducted with an oc-cupant simulated by an ATD, defined in CFR 49, Part 572,Subpart B, commonly known as Hybrid-II 50th-percentiledummy, or an FAA-approved equivalent such as the FAAHybrid-III dummy, with a nominal weight of 77 kg (170pounds) and seated in the normal upright position [32].The seating configurations and deceleration-time pulsedeveloped for the design and test of the seat system are
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(a) Downward load [31]. (b) Downward, forward, and lateralloads [31]. (c) FAR 23, 25, 27 and 29 testconfiguration. (d) Downward acceleration pulse.
Figure 5. Military and FAR seat dynamic test configurations and acceleration input.

shown in Figure 5, where tr is the acceleration rise time,and Gp is the peak acceleration.The seat energy-absorbing stroke simply lengthens thestopping distance of the occupant. The seat may continueto stroke until the kinetic energy of the seat occupant hasbeen exhausted. By defining a time-step function at time
tr as

< t − tr >= {0 if t < tr
t − tr if t > tr

(4)
the input acceleration S̈ and the corresponding velocityand displacement Ṡt and S(t) in the vertical (lumbar axis)direction can be calculated by direct integration of theacceleration function, respectively, as

S̈(t) = − [(Gp

tr

)
t − 2(Gp

tr

)
< t − tr >

+(Gp

tr

)
< t − 2tr >] (5)

Ṡ(t) = V0 − Gpt22tr + Gp < t − tr >2
tr+ (Gp2tr

)
< t − 2tr >2 (6)

S(t) = V0t − Gpt36tr + (Gp/3tr) < t − tr >3
+ (Gp/6tr) < t − 2tr >3 (7)

where V0 is the system initial velocity. The equilibriumcondition at time 2tr yields
V0 = Gptr (8)

Then,
S(2tr) = Gpt2r (9)

For the seat/occupant system, due to the load-limiter effectat time tl which corresponds to acceleration level of Gl,the seat vertical acceleration S̈s(t) would be constant untilthe energy absorber stops stroking at time tf . Using thesame method as above, the seat acceleration, velocity, anddisplacement functions can be written, respectively, as
S̈s(t) = − [(Gp

tr

)
t −

(
Gp

tr

)
< t − tl >

− (S̈ + Gl) < t − tf >0] (10)

Ṡs(t) = V0 − Gpt22tr + Gp2tr < t − tl >2
+ Gl < t − tf > +Ṡ(t) < t − tf >0 (11)

Ss(t) = V0t − Gpt36tr + Gp < t − tl >36tr+ Gl < t − tf >22 + S(t) < t − tf >0 (12)
For a seat/occupant effective mass ofMeff , the force appliedto the seat, or the load-limiter load Fs(t) or FLL(t), can becalculated as

Fs(t) = FLL(t) = Meff S̈s(t) (13)
Figure 6 shows the acceleration, velocity, and displacementof both the floor and the occupant/seat pan in the presenceof a load-limiting energy absorber for two cases: low andhigh load-limit factors. The area between the velocity-timegraphs for the floor and the seat pan for each case equalsthe energy-absorber stroke, which can be evaluated fromthe above equations for the cases tf > 2tr and tf < 2tr ,respectively.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6. (a) deceleration, (b) velocity, and (c) displacement versus time for airframe and seat pan for K < 0.586 and K > 0.586.

Let Gl
Gp = tl

tr = K . Then the determination of whether thestroking stop-time is greater or less than time 2tr can bemade by equating velocities for the floor and the seat panat time tf as
tf = 2.414(√2− K )tr (14)

From Equation (14), for tf = 2tr , we obtain K = 0.586which means that both seat pan and floor stop at the sametime. For K < 0.586 or tf > 2tr , the seat structure keepsstroking after floor stops, then we obtain:
S(tf ) = Gpt2r
Ss(tr) = V0tf − Gpt3f6tr + Gp < tf − tl >36tr

Subtracting distances for each case yields
∆S = Gpt2r

( 12K + K2 − K 324 − 1) (15)
For K ≥ 0.586 or tf < 2tr ,

S(tf ) = V0tf − Gpt3f6tr + (Gp3tr
)
< tf − tr >3

Ss(tf ) = V0tf − Gpt3f6tr + Gp < tf − tl >36tr
Then the seat structure stops stroking before the floorstops. Subtracting the distances yields:
∆S = gpt2r (5.093K 3 − 12.36K 2 + 9.449K − 2.178) (16)

This has been illustrated in Figure 6. As it can be seen,the occupant’s velocity is reduced at a lower rate than thatof the seat frame, and the occupant has stroked at a largerdistance than the floor.

As the result of ignoring the importance of impact direc-tion on the level of seat acceleration, the concept of theload-limit factor has created some confusion in strokecalculations. The load-limit factor is not necessarily theseat-acceleration level, unless the direction of the dynamicacceleration is horizontal. Examples of the vertical accel-eration test and non-vertical acceleration test are providedhere to show the differences in the calculation for GL. Asan example, for the model subjected to acceleration ac-cording to the MIL-S-58095 vertical test (tr = 0.027 sec,
V0 = 128 m/sec (42 ft/sec, Gp = 48 G) with a static load-limit factor of 14.5 G, the seat-base acceleration level andcorresponding stroke can be evaluated, respectively, as

FLL −mG = mGL; then GL = 13.5 G
K = 0.281, tf = 2.73tr , ∆S = 31.5 cm(12.4 in)

Calculation of the stroke for the seat acceleration limit of14.5 G yields erroneous results as
K = 0.302, tf = 2.685tr , ∆S = 27.7 cm(10.9 in)

The preceding calculations for seat stroke are based onideal energy absorber (elastic-perfect plastic material) andmay not be reached in a practical test. Usually, results fromthe above equations should be considered the minimumstroke distance required, and allowance for additionalstroke should be provided. In a very rough calculation,using a simple linear dynamic model of the 50th-percentileoccupant, application of the load limit of 14.5 G resultsin a lumbar load of FLumb = M2Gl = 4830 N , where
M1 = 43 kg for the lower body part, and M2 = 34 kg forthe upper body part [33].Based on the principles of rigid-body dynamics, in orderto protect a mid-size occupant spine for the axial load ofless than 6675 N (1500 lbf), a static load-limit factor of
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20 G can be applied to the system, which is still belowthe Eiband limit for tolerable acceleration. The maximumlumbar load at a load-limit factor of 14.5 G is far beyondthe results of rigid-body dynamics. The compliance of thepelvis area along with that of the seat cushion initiatesa relative velocity between the occupant and the seatpan. This relative velocity provides an impact between theseat bucket and occupant, and amplifies the inertial loadapplied from the accelerated floor (seat pan). Obviously,reducing the cushion compliance mitigates the overshoot,at the expense of reducing the comfort level. Eliminationof the spine load overshoot is not possible due to a certaincompliance interaction of the pelvis with the rigid seat.However, if the relative velocity is decreased before thecushion/pelvis bottoms out, then the overshoot would bereduced. Thus, the load limit could be increased to ahigher level, still keeping the lumbar load at the requiredlevel. This could be achieved using a load limiter witha certain constant load level for a short period of timeand then increasing it gradually to a higher level. Thebenefit of this load limiter would be to minimize the strokerequired for a certain load-limit factor. In another words,with the same stroke designed for a seat, the occupant’slumbar spine load level would be significantly attenuatedby reducing the initial load-limit factor and increasing itto a higher level.For purposes of the load-limit calculation, the effectiveweight in the vertical direction of a seated occupant isassumed to be approximately 80 percent of the occupant’stotal weight, because the lower extremities are partiallysupported by the floor [27]. Assuming a 27 kg (60 lb) mov-able seat mass (and portions of a crew’s clothing, helmet,and boots), the total effective masses that the load limitsystem must be designed for are 75.5 kg (166.7 lb), 88.8 kg(196 lb), and 104 kg (229.4 lb), for 5th-percentile, 50th-percentile, and 95th-percentile aviators, respectively. Theload limit FLL for a 14.5 G load-limit factor is calculated as
FLL = GLWeff

A load limit of FLL = 12642 N (2,842 lb) is calculatedfor a 50th-percentile male aviator. The load factors forthe 95th-percentile and 5th-percentile aviators are thencalculated as
GL − 95th = FLL/(Weff − 95%ile) = 12.4
GL − 5th = FLL/(Weff − 5%ile) = 17

This means that with the same load limit factor of 14.5 G,the heavier occupant experiences a lower lumbar load,and a smaller-size occupant sustains a higher lumbar load,provided that the required stroke is available for the heavieroccupant.

(a) (b)
Figure 7. MADYMO models of seat, cushion, ATD, and seat belt

for vertical test configuration for (a) 50th-percentile dummy
and (b) 95th-percentile dummy.

Table 1. Typical cushion properties for crew seat utilized in this study
[27].LoadN (lb) Deformationmm (in) Unloading RateN/mm (lb/in)0 0396 (89) 2.54 (0.1) 140 (800)2781 (625) 17.8 (0.7) 140 (800)10145 (2280) 27.9 (1.10) 175 (1000)19579 (4400) 31.7 (1.25) 350 (2000)

2.2. Full ATD/seat/cushion model develop-
ment and validation

A MADYMO [34] model was developed and employed inthis study to evaluate the lumbar load for the crash test.Planes and ellipsoids were used to create models of theseat pan, seat back, sled, feet steps, and seat cushion.The FAA Hybrid-III 50th-percentile ATD was utilized asthe occupant. A five-point harness configuration, which isprimarily utilized in the aviation industry for crew seats,was utilized to restrain the occupant on the seat. Figure 7depicts the entire MADYMO model including the seatsystem, sled, and dummy created for this crash simulation.Effort was taken to create the model as comparable aspossible to real-world sled tests. The required decelerationpulses were applied to the system using a translationaljoint motion in the vertical direction. The belt was allowedto slip on the dummy by considering a typical frictioncoefficient of 0.2 between each segment and the body.A typical friction coefficient of 0.2 between the occupantand the seat back and seat cushion, and a value of 0.3between the feet and the base was utilized in the model.For validation purposes, a 95th-percentile aviator malemodel was also developed using MADYSCALE [34].The compliance of the cushion was implemented by usingthe data obtained from an experimental test for a 5-in
569
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Figure 8. Experimental setup to generate load-deflection curve of an industry seat cushion.

industry cushion, as shown in Figure 8, and also fromthe literature (Table 1) for a 1.56-in-thick layer of typicalpolyethylene slow-rebound foam [27]. Seating geometrywas applied according to MIL-STD-1333A for 50th-and95th-percentile male aviators [35]. The energy-absorbersystem was modeled using a translational joint with a sug-gested restraint between the floor and bucket back as thesystem load limiter. To reach the equilibrium condition, themodel was run for a short period of time before applicationof the vertical impulse.The model was validated for a rigid seat and a seat withan industry cushion of 5-in thickness under Part 25 andPart 23 dynamic Test-I conditions, respectively. The ex-perimental test results conducted by the NIAR [18] areshown in Figure 9. The lumbar load responses of an occu-pant on a rigid metal seat and the seat covered by a lowrate-sensitive industry cushion are shown in Figure 10.Comparing the lumbar load from the rigid-seat sled testand simulation from this study shows quite reasonableagreement within the range of 5% at the peak value andrise time. The peak lumbar load also correlates with thelinear analysis calculation for a rigid seat and dummy, forwhich the lumbar load is 4830 N (1087 lbf). Due to thedifference in the belt system from this simulation, which isa five-point belt system equipped with retractor comparedto a simple two- point lap belt utilized in the sled test,

Figure 9. Full-scale dynamic sled test for certification of seat cush-
ions.

the rebound of the occupant causes a small tension inthe lumbar load. Also, the occupant’s upper body in thetest results shows more rotation compared to the shoulder-belted occupant in the simulation results, which in turnattenuate the lumbar load in the sled test. Differencesbetween the peak lumbar load and rise time could also be
570
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Figure 10. Comparison of occupant-sustained lumbar load for bare iron seat under FAR 25 (left) and for a 5-in-thick industry cushion under FAR
23 (right) from this study and sled test [18].

Figure 11. Comparison of results from this study with results from
experimental study for a 95th-percentile occupant on an
energy-absorbing seat [27].

related to different dummy models utilized in the test andin this study.To have the energy absorber system validated further, thesystem of a 95th-percentile male aviator on a seat with anenergy absorber was tested under a vertical acceleration of51.6 G, rise time of 0.027 sec, velocity change of 14.3 m/sec(47 ft/sec), and load-limiting force of 25310 N (5696 lbf).Results were then compared with the experimental test [27].To correlate the results from this study with the publisheddata, the mass of the seat system was set to be 68.9 kg(152 lb); hence, the total movable mass of 144 kg (318 lb)was considered.Results from the simulation show a seat stroke of 32.7 cm(12.9 in), which is comparable to 32.8 cm (12.9 in) fromthe test. This test was conducted in a low environmentaltemperature, which simulated the cushion and dummy stiff-

Figure 12. Load-limiting curves for energy absorber.

ness characteristics as almost rigid characteristics. Thisreduced the effect of pelvic and cushion compliances and,hence resulted in lower pelvic deceleration peak comparedto the simulation results, as shown in Figure 11. On theother hand, the energy absorber in the test was not as idealas in the simulation, which in turn caused some differencesin results between the test and the simulation. Overall,the results were within ±10% of each other, and hence,good confidence was obtained for the model validity.
2.3. Results from Design Iterations (Paramet-
ric Study)
The seat energy absorber was subjected to a parametricstudy to design an efficient energy-absorbing system tominimize the occupant injury level while minimizing theseat stroke. The 50th-percentile FAA ATD model on aseat with a moveable mass of 27.2 kg (60 lb), shownin Figure 8, was subjected to the different seat energy-absorber systems, as shown in Figure 12. This figureidentifies four different load-limit cases: simple EA, two-phase EA, two-phase EA with initial spike, and two-phase
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Figure 13. Occupant lumbar load, seat-base acceleration, seat/occupant relative velocity, and seat

stroking curve for a simple load limiter.

EA with ramp. Figure 13(a) shows lumbar load historyfrom the MADYMO model for a seat implemented with aone-stage load limiter of 14.5 G (12640 N). The relativevelocity built up between the pelvis and seat bucket isalso depicted in Figure 13(b). Results show that after thefirst spike in the lumbar load due to impact between thepelvis and seat pan, it is reduced to a relatively smallvalue due to the small rebound. Then, the average lumbarload takes approximately the linear dynamic load value(4850 N) for a period of time and is gradually reduced tozero. The seat base and pelvis vertical accelerations alongwith airframe acceleration are plotted in Figure 13(c).Figure 13(d) shows the seat stroke for the case of thesimple load-limiter energy absorber.Simulation results for a two-stage load limiter are depictedin Figure 14. The load limiter is designed to give a relativevelocity of zero at the end of the first and onset of thesecond step of the load limiter. The value of the secondpeak load is set to have a lumbar load below that of thefirst overshoot value, which is in the body tolerable range.Since the area under the load- deflection of the energyabsorber is equal to the energy absorbed by the system, it

is obvious that more energy is absorbed in the two-stageload limiter compared to that of the one-stage load limiter.Hence, the stroke in the two-stage load limiter would beless than that of the one-stage load limiter, which is shownin Figure 15. After a few iterations, to find the force levelat the second stage of the energy-absorbing system, theload level was set to 15300 N (17.5 G).Figure 15 shows results for the initially spiked load limiteras mentioned by Carr and Phillips [26]. For this purpose,the same two-stage load limiter, as shown in Figure 12,was used with an initial spike of about 10% during thefirst stage. Results for the two-stage energy absorberwith ramp between stages are shown in Figure 16. Acomparison of the lumbar loads for energy absorbers withdifferent load limiter curves is depicted in Figure 17.
3. Discussion
A mathematical model was utilized to predict the sustainedlumbar load when subjected to the vertical dynamic testconditions according to MIL-S-58095 for civil rotorcraft.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Figure 14. Occupant lumbar load, seat-base acceleration, seat/occupant relative velocity, and seat

stroking curve for a two-stage load limiter.

The relative displacement and velocity of occupants withrespect to the seat pan were also monitored. The modelwas validated with experimental dynamic sled tests as wellas published data.The two-stage VLEA profile, recommended in this study,uses a constant load displacement between stage one andstage two. The magnitude of the load-displacement issubject to change, based on different-size occupants andseat weights. For the first stage, the suggested starting-point stroking load of 12650 N, based on a 50th-percentileoccupant weight and a movable seat mass of 60 lb, isequal to a load factor of 14.5 G. For the second stageof the aforementioned weight conditions, the suggestedstarting-point stroking load of 17200 N, equal to a loadfactor of 20 G, was set to keep the maximum lumbar loadin the human tolerable limits. The simulation indicatesthe second stage should “kick in” after one in (2.5 cm)of stroke, which strongly depends on the seat cushionproperties and thickness. Utilizing the modified two-stageenergy absorber, the stroke needed for the same level ofoccupant injury would be reduced. For the recommendedtwo-stage EA, the stroke is reduced by more than 3 in(7.5 cm), as shown in Figures 13 to 16. In another word,

with the same stroke designed for a specific seat, theoccupant lumbar spine injury level would be significantlyattenuated.At least three variables are used to examine each specificseat energy absorber. The first is the stage-one load limitvalue, which is the load limit based on load factor and theeffective movable mass of the seat occupant. The secondis the stage-two load limit value, which is the load levelthat does not create lumbar load more than that of the firstpeak. The third is the starting point for the stage-two loadlimit value, which depends on the relative velocity built upat stage one and the contact characteristics between theseat and the occupant’s pelvis. The design of the energyabsorber is such that it keeps the lumbar load within thetolerable limit while using the maximum energy-absorbingcapability of the seat system and minimizing the seatstroke.The second stage can be a step load input (simplest design)or can be ramped if a significant performance benefit is ex-pected. The simulation indicates a negligible improvementfor a ramped load limit EA. The ramp function for the loadlimiter indicates that the two humps of lumbar load canmerge together at its maximum level.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Figure 15. Occupant lumbar load, seat-base acceleration, seat/occupant relative velocity, and seat stroking

curve for a two-stage load limiter with initial spike.

The recommended two-stage load-displacement profileallows the body to be decelerated at a higher average load.Since the maximum load in the spine typically results fromdynamic overshoot, minimizing the overshoot allowed theaverage load to be raised while keeping the spine loadwithin human tolerance limits.As an inevitable fact, any contact of the occupant’s arm withother body parts or seat system at the onset of the impulsechanges the lumbar load peak significantly as observedfrom simulations. The arm support acts like a short cut forthe load to be transferred to the upper body and subtractsthe portion of the inertial force of the arm from the lumbarload. This indicates a need for more detail in describingthe test requirement for occupant configuration as well asseat and cushion system.It was also observed that unlike what has been sug-gested in some previous studies, any initial spike at load-displacement characteristics of the energy absorber helpsin reducing neither the lumbar load nor the absorbed en-ergy by the system. In contrast, since the load path startswith the impact with an occupant’s pelvis, any initial in-crease in the load-limiting level increases the lumbar loadwhile not significantly helping the stroke of the seat.

4. Conclusion
In this study, a mathematical model was first developedbased on the kinematics of a rotorcraft seat and occupantfor a one-stage load limiter at different load factors. Thecomputational model was then further developed, and atwo-stage energy-absorber system for a military and civilrotorcraft crew seat was implemented to minimize the seatstroke when subjected to vertical dynamic test conditionsaccording to MIL-S-58095. The relative displacement andvelocity of the occupant with respect to the seat pan weremonitored for different energy-absorber system designs.The models were validated with experimental dynamic sledtests as well as published data.Results from this study indicate that by utilizing the pro-posed two-stage energy absorber, while keeping the occu-pant lumbar load below the human tolerable limit, the seatstroke requirement could be significantly attenuated. Itwas observed that the seat cushion thickness significantlyinfluenced the lumbar load overshoot at certain load-limitfactors. This study also concludes that depending on thecushion thickness, the load limit must be set at a loadfactor considerably below the tolerable level in order to
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Figure 16. Occupant lumbar load, seat-base acceleration, seat/occupant relative velocity, and seat stroking

curve for a two-stage load limiter with ramp.

Figure 17. Comparison of occupant lumbar load for different
load limiters.

limit the occupant response to a tolerable level, particu-larly for seats with high movable mass. The larger themovable seat mass, the higher the impact impulse to theoccupant lumbar, and the lower the required load-limitfactor. The load factor of 14.5 G for a 50th-percentile maleaviator and a given seat mass leads to a higher lumbar

load and smaller seat stroke for a lighter effective mass ofseat and occupant (i.e., 5th-percentile aviator) and a lowerlumbar load and high seat stroke for a heavier effectivemass of seat and occupant (i.e., 95th-percentile aviator).For any occupant and seat mass, the recommended two-stage load-limiter design demonstrated an improvement inseat stroke. This improvement was shown to be about 25%for a 50th-percentile aviator with a light moveable seatmass.The methodology and mathematical models developed inthis study can be utilized in the design of energy-absorbingsystems for seats. The results, however, indicate the needfor further experimental testing to define the accurateload-limit factor, independent of environmental and systemvariables and based on human tolerable limits.
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